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Abstract
Following the P5+1 Iran nuclear deal, the likelihood of an exponential increase in violence across
the region seems like a foregone conclusion. Apart from bolstering the Shia forces with the
financial means to carry on their counter-Sunni war, Sunni militias themselves may well see an
opportunity present itself as world powers descend on the region for their own political and
financial interests.
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expediency. But just like Saudi intervention in
Yemen against the Houthis, it may very well have

Up to date, IS can by no means be said to be losing.
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other the neo-jihadist factions. 20
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communities in Iraq and Syria; essentially one of
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forces into the fray, the Iran deal looks like it might

"ISIS will benefit a lot from this deal; segments of

have the unintended consequence of bolstering
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those very militias the coalition forces have poured

having won and brought in from the dark."

so much money into undermining. And as they all

According to Christopher Harmer, ISIS is using the

seemingly have a lot to lose and gain after the deal

deal to convince local Sunnis that Iran's Shia

is ratified, it appears likely that the world will see

Crescent is already being established in the region.21

how much powder really is in the proverbial keg.

Whether Iran will or will not ever develop nuclear
weapons remains to be seen, but with a deal that has
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